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Laura Pazzaglia’s Hip Pressure Cooking offers over 200 surefire recipes designed to work in the
Instant Pot, electric pressure cookers, multi-cookers with pressure programs, and stove top
pressure cookers, too! In fact, the recipes were tested across multiple pressure cookers - Instant
Pot, Fagor, WMF and Kuhn Rikon – to ensure delicious results no matter what you have in your
kitchen.That’s right, the once-lowly and maligned pressure cooker is making a comeback! This
relic of your grandparents' kitchen is not only improved and safer than ever before, but it saves
time, creates more flavor, and conserves energy. Laura Pazzaglia wasn't thinking of all this when
she tried pressure cooking for the first time, but after watching a friend make dinner in 10
minutes, Pazzaglia knew she had found the solution to her time-crunched life. In fact, she
cooked so much she began offering recipes and advice on a website she created. At the time,
pressure cooking recipes didn't emphasize aesthetics; while the food might be delicious, it was
often unappealing in presentation. But Pazzaglia not only figured out how to make pressure
cooked food appealing, she gained a large following for her recipes and techniques while doing
it!A culmination of Pazzaglia’s experience, Hip Pressure Cooking offers everything from tasty
recipes featuring fresh ingredients to special cooking techniques perfected over the years to
basic tips on operating your pressure cooker where she walks you through every step of the
process. The secret is out—and now you too can discover the potential of this super appliance
with this revolutionary guide to cooking with pressure!
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AuthorCopyrightIntroductionPressure cookers were invented by Denis Papin in 1689 and were
brought into the home kitchen in the early 1900s, a sign of growing industrialization and
technology. For more than a hundred years pressure cookers have helped home cooks preserve
food and quickly make tasty stews and stocks.The basic working principle of the pressure
cooker remains unchanged since the first: when liquid is heated in a tightly closed container, the
steam it produces is trapped and cannot evaporate as it would in an open or loosely covered
pot. During the time the contents of a pressure cooker are boiling, the steam increases in volume
but, of course, the space in the cooker does not grow. As a result, the pressure inside the cooker
raises the boiling point of the contents, which means they cook at a hotter temperature, and thus
cook faster.While the features, power, and safety of pressure cookers have continued to evolve
for the better, recipes to use with them have not. Cookbooks and websites are filled with
variations of the last century’s stews, soups, and beans. Today’s pressure cookers obliterate
their predecessors in terms of safety, technology, and utility. Most don’t even make a peep while
under pressure (making those of us used to the old-style cookers wonder if they’re even
working), while others come with a plug and digital control panel.I had actually never heard of or
seen pressure cooking until I moved to Austria and found myself struggling to get my family fed
on a schedule. Then one day an Italian friend whipped up a dinner for six of us in minutes before
my very eyes. Tica didn’t know it but her dinner was a life-changing moment for me. What was
this little noisy thing on her cooktop that so quickly produced an amazing feast? I thought it could
be a lifesaver. I had to know more.Soon after, I had my own old-style pressure cooker pumping
steam out like an old locomotive and making potatoes and roasts in minutes. Then my daughter
was born. Until she was two, she slept for only 20 minutes, twice a day. As a result, she was
cranky and unwell, and, not being particularly well rested myself, the simple act of getting any
food on the table (I was cooking mostly one-armed while bouncing my daughter in the other)
seemed daunting. The pressure cooker’s time-saving properties became even more valuable for
me. I started hunting for recipes and was sorely disappointed to only find roast after roast, potato
after potato, and bean after bean recipe. In other words: boring, brown, runny food.How could it
be that this amazing kitchen appliance wasn’t being used to cook EVERYTHING?!? I began



converting my favorite vegetable, rice, and dessert recipes to the pressure cooker and
documenting the results on my personal blog (in between the stories of my observations and
misadventures living in Austria). I started to get a lot of comments from readers who were
excited to find recipes like ricotta-stuffed zucchini prepared in the pressure cooker, tried them,
and wanted more.We moved to Italy, and soon my daughter outgrew her sleep problems, or
maybe they were cured by the soft sound of the Mediterranean Sea outside our home, but with a
regular sleep schedule for the whole family, I was able to get more organized and think about
what to do next. I discovered modern pressure cookers, with their foolproof safety systems,
quality materials, and new accessories. I began to contemplate creating a website dedicated to
pressure cookery.The hip pressure cooking website was launched in 2010. There were no
recipes for boring, brown, runny food. Pressure cooking wasn’t going to be fuddy-duddy
anymore, it was getting hip!Fellow cooks were not the only ones to notice my new pressure
cooker recipes and techniques. Pressure cooker manufacturers invited me to visit them—in
Germany, Luxemburg, Seattle, and my old stomping grounds in California—to demonstrate their
shiny pressure cookers at cooking schools and high-end national cookware chains.I went from
working on web and software projects as an IT Project Director in California’s Silicon Valley in my
pre-mommy days to being an expert in kitchen hardware!So What Is Hip Pressure Cooking?Hip
pressure cooking is about taking advantage of the latest pressure cooker technology and
accessories so you are able to preserve the freshness and maximize the nutrients of ingredients
without wasting time.Hip pressure cooking considers the pressure cooker to be a multipurpose
culinary tool. Sometimes an entire recipe is cooked under pressure, but often there is a
beginning or finishing step that is not. It’s to take advantage of all the things a pressure cooker
can do to expand your cooking repertoire or make cooking easier.Hip pressure cooking is NOT
about using the pressure cooker just because you have it. There are times pressure cooking
doesn’t provide a benefit or maybe even produces results that are not satisfactory. If a recipe is
not faster or better in a pressure cooker than it is with conventional cooking, I won’t publish it.
Rubbery pressure cooker frittata that takes twice as long to cook? Using raw onions because it’s
faster than sautéing? Not here!Hip pressure cooking features recipes for dishes that look and
taste good but were never before thought possible with this cooking appliance: How about pasta
that absorbs sauce, not water, as it cooks? Hard-boiled eggs with shells that practically fall off?
Ribs that look and taste like they just came off the BBQ? Fresh bread cooked without heating
the oven? Finger-licking black fudge brownies in minutes? They’re all here.Key Features of Hip
Pressure Cooking …The pressure cooker really is easy to use. But I’ve discovered there are
many nuances to using it to cook diverse kinds of food well and effectively—so the results are as
delicious as they are easy to achieve. Here are some of the ways I share my insights throughout
this book:The HOW and the WHY. You can’t be hip if you don’t understand what you’re doing.
The goal of this book is to not just hand you a bunch of new recipes, but explain how certain
ingredients react while under pressure. Braising meat, for example, is a completely new
experience—under pressure, the cooking liquids actually increase, not decrease. If you are the



sort of cook who likes to experiment, you may find that once you understand why pressure
cooking works as it does, you can improvise.Simple Prep. Also included are shortcuts and tools
for making prep easier and faster, for example, coarsely chopping vegetables for soups that will
eventually be pureed with an immersion blender.Logical Ingredient Quantities. The ingredient
lists are set up to be shopper-friendly, meaning they specify quantities you can “see” in the
market. For example, I don’t call for 4 ounces or 2 cups of chopped carrots. How would you know
how many carrots to chop and what would you do with a partial leftover carrot? Instead, I specify
3 medium carrots. This reduces waste when cooking and makes it easier to shop, too.Clean
flavors. The aim is to stay true to a recipe’s culture or origin without too much meddling. Since
not all ingredients are available everywhere substitutions are also mentioned for anything
particularly tricky or uncommon.Accessible Information. The first chapter of this book covers the
equipment and the basic pressure cooking process. The remaining chapters feature recipes in a
pretty classic cookbook organization. At the beginning of each recipe chapter are hip tips that
summarize the special challenges or adaptations that need to be made in pressure cookery for
that class of ingredients or dishes—the HOW and WHY mentioned earlier. I’ve incorporated this
know-how in all my recipes, so there’s no need for you to make accommodations when following
them, but the tips can answer questions like “why do that?” or help if you decide to create your
own dishes.I’m excited to share the tools, secrets, and knowledge that can send you and your
pressure cooker on a journey of delicious discovery. I hope that I’ll convince you to move the
majority of your cooking to the pressure cooker to save time and energy while maximizing
nutrition and flavor.…If you can boil it, steam it, or braise it … you can pressure cook it!The
Basics of Pressure CookingWhether you own a pressure cooker or plan to purchase your first
one, before you choose a recipe or shop for ingredients or take things out of your refrigerator,
take a few minutes to get up to speed on what these machines do for your cooking, how they
work, and the accessories that help you make the best use of them. And get hip, don’t skip—this
chapter takes you on a test run of your cooker and explains how the recipes that follow this
section address the requirements of different types of cookers.Benefits of Pressure CookingThe
pressure cooker is one of the few home cooking appliances that can claim to save time,
conserve energy, lighten your workload, and preserve flavor—and have all of these claims be
true!Pressure Cooking Saves TimeCooking time can be reduced 60 to 90 percent (depending
on the ingredient). This is possible because of the higher temperatures and wet cooking
environment. A vegetable stock can be ready in 5 minutes, roasts in 30, legumes (dried beans)
in 15, and desserts in just 20 minutes—instead of an hour or more!Higher temperatures hasten
cooking. If you want to cook something faster in the oven, what do you do? You raise the
temperature. The pressure cooker does this too—raising the internal temperature from 212°F
(which is the highest that can be obtained by boiling food in a conventional pot at maximum
heat) to 250°F.Water is a better conductor of heat than air. If you were to stick your hand into a
pot of water at just 120°F you could receive a bad burn (don’t try this), but stick it in the oven at
400°F (don’t try this, either) and it just feels uncomfortably hot without producing a nasty burn.



Similarly, wet cooking methods (boiling, braising, and steaming) transfer heat more efficiently to
food than dry cooking methods (baking, roasting, or broiling).Pressure Cooking Preserves
Vitamins and FlavorPressure cooking can preserve 90 to 95 percent of an ingredient’s vitamins;
in comparison, steaming without pressure preserves 75 to 90 percent and boiling preserves 40
to 65 percent of these nutrients.Water-, air-, and light-soluble vitamins are all preserved during
pressure cooking. Pressure cooking requires very little liquid compared to boiling and steaming
without pressure, so foods retain a larger portion of their water-soluble vitamins. The speed of
pressure cooking is another factor in vitamin retention. Because the heat is so high, most
vegetables and fruits are flash-cooked and thus retain most of their vitamins, minerals, color,
and flavor—much of which would be lost if the food were cooked two to three times as long at a
lower temperature, as in conventional cooking.Pressure Cooking Conserves Water and
EnergyBecause a pressure cooker is tightly sealed when in use, there is almost no evaporation
of whatever liquid it holds. When boiling in an uncovered pot, a cup or more of liquid is lost to
evaporation in just 10 minutes, but when boiling in a pressure cooker for the same time, only a
tablespoon is lost! Less evaporation translates into recipes that require less water. Consider this:
When you boil 5 quarts of water to make pasta conventionally, all that water has to be heated,
kept boiling, and then thrown down the drain when it’s time to drain the pasta. Pressure cook
pasta and you need only about 2 cups of water—most of which is absorbed by the pasta during
pressure cooking, so there’s no water to drain and no colander to wash—and it takes a lot less
time to bring 2 cups of water to a boil, as well!Once the pressure cooker has reached pressure
(more about this later), it needs only a low or very low flame to keep the contents boiling. Add to
this the very much faster cooking time described earlier: The resulting energy use is 70 to 90
percent less than that needed for conventional cooking. Yes, that’s the same savings that energy-
efficient fluorescent light bulbs offer over incandescent bulbs! Plus, the pressure cooker’s
construction—a nice heavy base and thick sides—allows it to absorb heat that can be used to
continue the cooking for a while without using any additional energy at all! (see Natural
Release).Pressure Cooking Cleanup Is EasyOne thing I really like about pressure cooking is that
it is so clean. No more bubbling juices from oven roasts that result in an oven that requires
cleaning. No splatter from boiling tomato sauces on the cooktop and backsplash—just the
cooker itself to wash.Heat Source: Stovetop or Electric Pressure Cooker?Depending on their
design, pressure cookers get their heat either from the stove burner—regulated by the cook—or
from an internal electric element—regulated by the machine according to options chosen by the
cook. Each type has advantages and the decision for whether to purchase a stovetop or electric
pressure cooker is really up to the individual cook.Stovetop pressure cookers have a steeper
learning curve, as the cook needs to learn how to regulate the burner heat to maintain pressure:
Leave the heat too hot, and the cooker goes into “over-pressure,” which causes it to continue
venting and thus evaporate most of the liquid, which in turn will eventually cause the contents to
burn. Turn the heat too low and the cooker loses pressure and undercooks the contents. The trial
period while you learn to recognize the “sweet spot” that maintains the pressure can make for a



frustrating start to a promising pressure cooking partnership. However, once you surmount this
initial hump (usually after several trials) pressure cooking with a stovetop pressure cooker
becomes relatively easy.Electric pressure cookers regulate heat automatically, so the cook need
only select a cooking program (or pressure cooking time) and press “start.” Some electric
cookers have advanced features that also turn them into rice cookers and slow cookers.The
difference between the two pressure cooker types becomes more evident when digging into the
details—electric pressure cookers often do not meet the conventional pressure standard (13 to
15 psi) and, worse, they are all over the map in their operating pressure, which may range from 9
to 11 psi. Also, durability is an issue: Though there are some good brands there are also bad,
flimsy cookers which stop working in less than three years. Additionally, the mechanics of
electric pressure cookers (a heating element repeatedly turning on and off as opposed to a
constant low flame) are not ideal for some advanced hip pressure cooking techniques (such as
cooking pasta and sauce together); in fact, recipes cooked with these techniques are likely to
end up scorched in an electric cooker. This is because electric pressure cookers generally
require about 2 cups of liquid to maintain pressure while many stovetop cookers need 1 cup or
less (check your manual). This difference is fine for most recipes, but that extra cup of liquid
added to an electric pressure cooker (plus the liquids released by the foods themselves) can
turn a braise into a stew or soup. However, using less liquid (such as the amount used for a
stovetop cooker) can result in a scorched dish in an electric cooker.Though electric pressure
cookers can reach pressure at the same speed as stovetop models, the often-used Natural
Release opening method takes longer (see here–here to learn about the release methods). This
is both because the heating element cannot be removed and the double-walled construction (an
outer plastic shell with a removable inner metal cooking pot) acts as a thermos, conserving a fair
amount of heat.The bottom line: Electric and stovetop pressure cookers have similar time-
saving, vitamin-conserving, and energy-saving benefits compared to cooking without pressure.
The choice between the convenience of the electric models and the fine control possible with
the stovetop models is really a matter of individual preference.How Big Is It, Anyway?!?Although
the volume of 1 liter is not exactly equal to 1 quart, European manufacturers often label their
pressure cookers with the same volume in the two systems so as not to confuse consumers. It’s
a lot easier to describe the volume as 6L/6qt than as 6L/6.34qts. American-manufactured, 6-
quart pressure cookers really hold 6 quarts while European-manufactured pressure cookers
labeled that way actually hold 6.34 quarts. So keep this in mind when comparing prices and
sizes.Pressure Cooker Shapes and SizesWhether you’re new to pressure cooking or looking to
upgrade or expand your pressure cooker collection, you have quite a few options for which
cooker to choose and use. Especially among stovetop models, there are assorted sizes and
shapes, each designed for slightly different use; options among electric models are limited
almost entirely to stockpot styles. Plus there are many brands, of both U.S. and European
manufacture. All of the recipes in this book can be made with the most common, stockpot-type
pressure cooker, but if it happens that another type is particularly suitable, this is mentioned in



the recipe headnote.The various shapes and sizes are suitable for different quantities of
ingredients and different techniques, too. Some have one long handle, called a helper handle,
while others may have two short handles. Here are the most common and their uses.Pressure
PanSmall Pressure Pan (1 to 2 quarts). This small, shallow pressure cooker reaches pressure
faster than the larger styles but, of course, it holds less food. It is a good size for making sauces
and can cook about ½ cup of dry beans or 1 cup of dry rice or almost 3 cups of soup (about 2
servings). This pan is often included as part of a set with a pressure stockpot.Large Pressure
Pan (3 to 4 quarts).A wide, very shallow pressure cooker, this is great for cooking small amounts
of meat because its large interior surface means there is more direct contact between
ingredients and heat. This size can cook about 1 cup of dry beans or 2 cups of dry rice or almost
8 cups of soup (about 4 servings)—though I don’t recommend pressure cooking soup in this
shape pressure cooker.Pressure BraiserPressure Braiser (5 to 8 quarts). A wide, medium-depth
pressure cooker that is also known as a large pressure pan, pressure fry pan, or pressure sauté
pan. Because the broad interior surface width offers a lot of direct contact between ingredients
and heat, this pressure cooker is ideal for braising vegetables and larger cuts of meat. Another
plus for this width: after you’ve pressure cooked your food, you can use the pan, uncovered, to
quickly reduce the cooking liquid. In comparison to a pressure stockpot, it is very easy to
manipulate the contents in a braiser because of its lower sides. This size can cook about 2 cups
of dry beans or 3 cups of dry rice or almost 12 cups of soup (6 to 8 servings).Pressure
StockpotPressure Stockpot (6 to 8 quarts). The 6-quart stockpot is the size I recommend most
for beginners. It’s great for stews, soups, chili, etc. Any of the models in this range is a
manageable size, often with a dishwasher-safe base. Accessories such as a steamer basket can
easily fit in this cooker and be stacked several deep. This size can cook about 3 cups of dry
beans or 4 cups of dry rice or almost 16 cups of soup (6 to 8 servings).Hip Purchasing
RecommendationsMy advice to anyone who is just starting out pressure cooking is to go with a
6-quart/liter or 8-quart/liter stockpot-type pressure cooker. This size can accommodate meals for
2 to 8 people and it has the vertical space to handle some of the advanced pressure cooking
techniques in this book (one-pot meals, steaming, and bain-marie). Some manufacturers offer a
set that pairs a single pressure cooking lid with both a stockpot base and a small pressure pan
base; I recommend going for such a set if your budget can stretch that far.Additionally, choose a
model that features at least two pressure levels (high and low—sometimes indicated with
numbers) as well as the newer spring valve, which makes almost no noise during operation.As
more and more of your cooking moves to the pressure cooker, and for advanced pressure
cooks, I recommend adding a second (or third if you have a set) pressure cooker. Investing in a
shallow wide pressure cooker with a larger cooking surface, such as a braiser, facilitates
preparation of recipes that start off with a sauté or browning step.The Hip Pressure Cooking
website () includes detailed reviews of the latest pressure cooker models. Be sure to visit!Large
Pressure Stockpot (10 quarts or larger). Because of their larger size, these cookers take much
longer to reach pressure and, since the food is cooking while this is underway, recipes need



slight time adjustments. The large size of these cookers makes them bulky to store and difficult
to wash—they may not fit under the faucet, or even in the sink, much less in a dishwasher!
Besides, they’re awfully heavy.These large stockpot cookers are often labeled as pressure
cooker/canners by their manufacturer. They accommodate four 1-quart canning jars and satisfy
the USDA recommended processing criteria, which were not tested on any cookers smaller than
this.Pressure Cooker AccessoriesThe addition of a few simple accessories—whether supplied
by the manufacturer, or cobbled together from items found in your kitchen—can expand the
repertoire of pressure cooking techniques, allowing you to create more diverse recipes. In the
descriptions that follow, you can see that each accessory is represented by an icon; when you
read the recipes, these icons will quickly clue you to which accessories you’ll need—and in what
sequence to insert them into the cooker.Steamer BasketA steamer basket is used to hold food
you want to cook by steam in the cooker. It should be made of heat-proof material and have feet
so the food is not submerged in the cooking liquid. For pressure cookers with a nonstick coated
interior, purchase a silicone steamer basket if the manufacturer did not supply one, to ensure
that the feet do not damage the coating.For some recipes you may need more than one steamer
basket, especially when using “foil packets” or (steam juicing ). You can stack them!Many of
today’s pressure cookers come with a steamer basket, but often it lacks feet. When this is the
case, the manufacturer also supplies a trivet to elevate the basket above the liquid. For
simplicity, when this book calls for a “steamer basket,” it is assumed you’ll use the supplied trivet
if your basket does not have feet (and if the icons don’t show a trivet).Besides supporting a
steamer basket, a trivet can be used to keep items like bowls or pans from touching the bottom
of the pressure cooker. They can also be used to lift a roast, chicken, or similar food off the
bottom of the cooker and out of the cooking liquid. Similarly, you can set a trivet in a sauce at the
bottom of the cooker, place a bowl containing another food on the trivet, and cook both items at
once. If your cooker did not come with a steamer basket and trivet, you can use any steamer
basket that fits in the cooker to elevate a roast or bowl.Foil SlingLowering a bowl of ingredients
into a pressure cooker with your hands isn’t so easy and lifting it out of the hot steamy pot after
cooking is even trickier. Containers designed for use in a pressure cooker generally have
handles, but when using those that don’t, a sling fashioned from aluminum foil is invaluable.
These slings are easy to make: Just tear off a long piece of heavy-duty foil (long enough to
cradle your bowl and extend above it by several inches on each side) and then fold it vertically in
thirds to make a strong strap that’s wide enough to support a bowl.To use the sling, simply
center the bowl on it and grasp an end in each hand, close to the bowl. Lift the sling to raise the
bowl and transfer it to the cooker. Fold the foil handles down. Cook the food; then, when the
cooker is open, fold up the handles again and gently lift out the bowl. A firm grip near the edge of
the bowl ensures that everything moves together.Heat-proof BowlA heat-proof bowl or similar
container can be used for cooking foods that can’t be placed directly in a steamer basket
because they are either too fine or contain liquid, such as a batter or custard. The bowl will be
placed on the steamer basket for cooking, so it will sit above the cooking liquid and not be in



contact with the bottom of the cooker. Ideally, this bowl will have handles so it can easily be lifted
in and out of the cooker, but any heat-proof bowl that fits in the pressure cooker without touching
the sides can be used in conjunction with a foil sling. This includes bowls made of Pyrex, heat-
proof glass, ceramic, stainless steel, aluminum, and silicone. A straight-sided, flat-bottomed
bowl (think soufflé mold) will hold the most food in the least amount of space.For some recipes
and techniques you’ll need to cover a bowl used this way. The cover should be heat-proof, too.
You don’t want a cover that fits so tightly as to form a hermetic seal: When a sealed container is
pressure cooked, its contents could be pressurized and it would not be safe to open until
completely cool. The best option is a square of aluminum foil, laid over the bowl and folded down
onto its sides.RamekinsRamekins are useful for cooking individual portions. Like the larger heat-
proof bowls, they can be made of ovenproof glass, ceramic, stainless steel, aluminum, or
silicone. You can use ceramic teacups and glass custard molds as ramekins. Ramekins are
used in conjunction with a steamer basket, which can easily accommodate 4 to 6 depending on
the size. If your steamer basket does not have handles (or if you’ve got a pyramid of ramekins)
use long tongs or your glove-covered hand to remove ramekins from the cooker.Foil
PacketsSome foods cook faster than others. If you wish to cook foods that have assorted
cooking times together, wrap the faster-cooking ones in aluminum foil, folding it into small
packets. Do not substitute parchment paper as it can become saturated and tear apart or unfold
in the pressure cooker and thus block a safety valve. Specific uses and some recipes for foil
packets are in the One-Pot Meals chapter, here.Getting StartedIt is very important to read your
pressure cooker’s manual so you understand how your specific model works. Here is the
information you should glean from the manual: the operating pressure, the type of pressure
signal, how to release the pressure when cooking time is up, how to remove the pressure valve
for cleaning. At some point of course, you’ll want to also read the maintenance info.Operating
PressureThe “operating pressure” is the pressure at which the cooker will cook food. The
pressure may be measured in psi (pounds per square inch), kpa (kilopascals), or bar (the
European standard for defining pressure—it matches exactly to atmospheric pressure at sea
level). Once you know this measurement (for instance, 15 psi), you’ll be able to determine
whether or not your cooker functions at a standard pressure setting. Though there is no “official”
standard setting, there are pressure conventions for which cookbooks and timing charts are
written. Compare the numbers you find in your pressure cooker manual to the ones in the table
below to determine whether the cooker falls within the generally accepted pressure cooker
standards.MeasureLow PressureHigh Pressurepsi6 to 813 to 15kpa40 to 5590 to 100bar.4
to .55.9 to 1If the instruction manual does not include this information, look at the base of a
stovetop cooker or contact the manufacturer. Electric pressure cooker’s have the “maximum
safety pressure” written under the removable pressure valve on the lid. It is often written in very
small type right on the plastic or metal part of the valve. The “operating pressure” for the electric
cooker is generally 2 to 4 psi less than the pressure written on the valve.This book is written for
pressure cooker’s that do not meet the standard as well as for those that do, so don’t worry if



yours does not. You can find information on judging cooking times for nonstandard cookers in
the “Cooking Times” section of this chapter (here–here).Most modern cookers have two
pressure levels. Generally “High Pressure” (which is 15 psi) means that most foods will cook
three times faster at that pressure setting than in conventional cooking, and “Low Pressure”
means that most foods will cook twice as fast. Most recipes call for high pressure—and though
most cookers have two settings, very few recipes have been written for the low pressure setting.
In my cooking trials and experiments I’ve found that this more delicate pressure setting is great
for using with quick-cooking foods such as some vegetables, eggs, fish, and pasta.Pressure
SignalEvery pressure cooker must be heated until it reaches the pressure level required for it to
cook food. You need to know how your cooker will alert you that it has “reached pressure”
because once it does, the cooking time begins. If you’re using a stovetop cooker, you’ll have to
turn down the heat and begin counting the cooking time. Each model has its own way of alerting
the cook, so read the manual carefully to understand yours. Here are the most common ways a
pressure cooker will signal it has reached pressure:Get Hip About the PressureRecipes for
pressure cooking indicate whether they are to be cooked at high or low pressure. In this book,
the pressure cooking step is written like this:“Close and lock the lid of the pressure cooker. Cook
at high pressure for 7 minutes/stovetop or 8 to 10 minutes/electric (or nonstandard
stovetop.)”Although the way pressure is achieved and maintained differs for stovetop and
electric pressure cookers, the meaning is the same for both: Once you lock the cover on the
cooker, you select a pressure level, heat the cooker until it signals the selected pressure has
been reached, and then you start counting the cooking time; electric cookers do some of this for
you. When you come to the pressure cooking step in the recipes, bring the cooker to pressure in
the manner appropriate for its type. Here’s the process for each type, in a nutshell.For Stovetop
Pressure Cookers1. Add ingredients and liquid to the pressure cooker and select high or low
pressure. Put the cooker on the stove burner.2. Turn the burner heat to high and leave it there
until the cooker signals pressure is reached.3. Turn the burner heat down to the minimum
required to maintain the pressure and begin counting the cooking time.4. Release pressure and
serve!For Electric Pressure Cookers1. Add ingredients and liquid to the pressure cooker and
select a cooking program or set the pressure cooking time.2. Press start and then wait for the
beep that signals the end of cooking.3. Release pressure and serve!Electric pressure cookers
(also known as third generation) usually “beep” and their display automatically begins to count
down the cooking time—nothing for you to do here.Modern spring-valve pressure cookers (also
known as second generation) will signal they have reached pressure with a physical indicator—
usually by raising a rod, bar, or similar device; they may have an auditory signal as well. As soon
as the indicator is in place, start counting the pressure cooking time.Jiggler-valve pressure
cookers have a valve on the lid that will “rock and jiggle,” at first slowly and then vivaciously, as
steam begins to escape through it in order to regulate the pressure inside the cooker. The
vivacious jiggle, which is a bit of an ongoing rattle, is your prompt to begin counting the pressure
cooking time.A first-generation pressure cooker, one with a weight-modified valve, will



“whistle”—but it doesn’t sound like an actual whistle such as you might hear at a sporting event.
Instead, this cooker makes more of a hissing or “sssssshhhhhck” sound, like that of a steam
engine releasing vapor—and this is no coincidence because the steam engines used to power
locomotives and steamboats were inspired by Denis Papin’s seventeenth-century pressure
cooker design. As soon as you hear the first whistle, start counting the pressure cooking
time.Pressure Release MethodsHow to release the pressure and in which direction the steam
will go as it’s being expelled are two things you should know before you even take the pressure
cooker on a test run. There are several methods for releasing the pressure; each takes a
different time and benefits specific cooking techniques. When the pressure is released, some
cookers wisely expel the steam straight up and into the exhaust hood over your stove, others
may shoot it horizontally onto the backsplash, or in two, or even three, different directions. Make
sure no one is standing where the steam will go when the pressure is released.Every recipe in
this book indicates which release method to use. Because the release method affects the overall
cooking time, and especially while you are becoming familiar with pressure cooking, it makes
sense to understand which method is specified before you begin to cook. Here are the
details:Natural Release. Just turn off the heat and wait for the pressure signal to indicate there is
no pressure; this usually takes 10 to 15 minutes for a stovetop cooker, 20 to 30 for an electric
cooker. “Turn off the heat” means turn off the burner under a stovetop cooker, or unplug or push
the “off” button on an electric cooker. The actual release time will be longer for a cooker that’s
filled to its max, and shorter for one that is less full, that’s why there is a range given here. During
the Natural Release, the food in the cooker will continue to cook using only the residual
pressure, heat, and steam contained in the cooker. This release method is recommended when
you are cooking foods such as grains an d legumes, which tend to generate a lot of foam that
could shoot out of the valve during a Normal Release (see below), and also for meats, to allow
them (and their juices) to cool before you take them out of the pressure cooker. One more thing:
The time for the pressure to come down will be less if the cooking was done at low
pressure.Normal Release. Sometimes called “Manual” and, confusingly, “Automatic,” Normal
Release is done by pushing a button, twisting a lever, or turning the valve to immediately release
the pressure and expel the steam until the pressure signal to indicate there is no pressure
(check your manual to see exactly how to do this for your pressure cooker). The pressure cooker
may “sigh” and the top will drop down slightly when all of the pressure is released (this takes
about 2 minutes). This is the most frequently used opening method.Slow Normal Release. There
are times when Natural Release isn’t practical because it takes too long but Normal Release
would cause foam or food to spray through the valve. When this is the case, you can use Slow
Normal Release: Use whichever mechanism (button, lever, etc.) is appropriate for your cooker. If
it allows you to release pressure at variable speeds, do so slowly. If, instead, the mechanism can
only go full throttle, activate it in short bursts, waiting a few seconds between them. For any type
of mechanism, if anything other than steam comes out of the valve (like foam) wait 10 seconds
until the next burst.10-Minute Natural Release. There are also instances where Natural Release



may take too long but you want the benefit of its continued cooking time. When this is the case,
turn off the heat and wait 10 minutes; then, if the cooker hasn’t opened, release any remaining
pressure using Normal Release. If the pressure comes down before the 10 minutes are up,
which may be the case for a stovetop cooker, wait the full time before opening the cooker. This
10-Minute Natural Release technique is especially useful for rice and other grains, which benefit
from the extra 10 minutes in the cooker’s steam. (If the cooking was done at low pressure, the
recipe will instruct you to use this procedure but count only 5 minutes.)Hip Timer TrickFor
electric pressure cookers only: The cooking time on an electric pressure cooker is regulated
automatically, with a digital display that “counts down” to show the time remaining. When the
cooking time is finished, some cookers automatically switch to “keep warm” mode and the digital
display begins to “count up.” You can use this keep-warm timer to keep track of the time lapsed
during any of the release methods; it’s especially useful for a 10-Minute Natural Release that will
be followed by a Normal Release.Cold Water Quick Release. Take the pressure cooker to the
kitchen sink and run cold water on the lid, tilting the cooker slightly so as not to wet any of the
pressure release or safety valves (usually takes 20 seconds or less). This method generally is
used to stop the cooking instantly and so you can immediately open the cooker. It can also be
used to hasten the pressure release for foamy foods (mentioned previously) instead of a Natural
Release. However one has to be careful carrying a cooker across the kitchen to the sink and
ensure that no children, pets, or spouses are underfoot and the sink is empty. This method
cannot be used with electric pressure cookers for obvious reasons. I don’t specify it for any of
the recipes here; you may be the judge of whether to use it when Normal Release is indicated or
at any time you want to open the cooker quickly.Pressure Valve RemovalThe pressure regulator
valve should always be clean and free of debris. It is the primary safety release on a cooker and
not maintaining it properly could damage the cooker or injure the cook! Most pressure cooker
manufacturers want to make this task easy for the cook so generally these valves can be
removed without tools.Stovetop pressure cookers will likely have something that can be
unscrewed by hand on the underside of the lid to release the valve. Cookers with a pressure
selection dial on the lid may indicate a valve removal option (usually following the pressure
release option).Electric pressure cookers have a floating weighted valve that can be pulled off
the lid with a quick vertical yank. Some also have valve covers on the underside of the lid that
need to be unscrewed and cleaned.Maintenance and Replacement PartsThe rubber and
silicone parts of the pressure cooker will need occasional replacement. In particular, the gasket,
the small parts of the primary valve (for instance a small ring around the metal rod), and the
safety stopper may need to be replaced every 18 months or so depending on the use. But be
aware, these parts age with time as well as use, so even if it’s never been used, a brand-new
cooker that has been in the box for a few years may already need these parts replaced. The
manual should include information about where to get replacement parts.Sometimes, you can
feel the gasket becoming less supple and stiffen. Rarely, you may see a crack or damage in the
part. More often, you’ll know that these parts need to be replaced because the pressure cooker



takes more time than usual to reach pressure or is unable to reach or maintain it.Keep the
manufacturer’s contact information in case your cooker should need maintenance or
replacement parts in the future.4 Rules of Pressure Cooker Safety1. Read the instruction manual
that comes with your cooker.2. Never exceed the maximum capacity (that’s half full for legumes,
grains, and fruits, and two-thirds full for everything else).3. Tilt the lid away from you when you
open the pressure cooker to direct hot steam away from your face.4. Keep the pressure regulator
valve clean.Discrepancies between your Manual and this BookIf there is ever a discrepancy
between the recommendations in this book and your pressure cooker manual (for example, for
not cooking a specific kind of food or not using a particular opening method) always heed the
manual. Pressure cooker models and technologies change and each manufacturer will know the
limitations of its specific models.Test RunNow that you’ve read the manual and are familiar with
your pressure cooker’s pressure signal, release options, and valve, it’s time to see all of these
things in action—by boiling some water. This test allows you to observe the amount of
evaporation too.1. Add 4 cups of water to the pressure cooker base (use a 4-cup heat-proof
measure—you’ll see why later).2. Close and lock the lid. Double-check that the valve in the lid,
or pressure selector, is not at the “exhaust” or “pressure release” position.3. Select the pressure
level: For an electric pressure cooker, choose a high pressure cooking program. For a stovetop
cooker with a dial on the lid, turn the dial to “2” or “high.” If the lid has a rod with rings on it to
indicate pressure, you don’t need to do this step; the rings will rise out of the cooker after step
9.4. Turn the burner to high if using a stovetop cooker or press “start” if using an electric
cooker.5. In about 8 to 10 minutes, the water inside the cooker will begin to boil-place your hand
on the handle to feel the vibrations of the water moving inside.6. You’ll see what looks like vapor
exiting the valve. This is just the steam pushing oxygen out of the cooker. More and more will exit
until there is a crescendo of steam and a small click.7. No more steam.8. The lid has sealed
shut and the cooker is starting to build pressure. The cooker has not reached full pressure yet!
You’ll see the pressure signal on a stovetop cooker begin to rise, dance, or move, but it is not in
its final position yet.9. The pressure signal alerts you that pressure has been reached (by
moving firmly into place, whistling, beeping, etc.) and a small stream of vapor comes out of the
valve again. For the rod-type pressure signal, the ring indicating high pressure is fully visible.10.
If using a stovetop pressure cooker, turn down the heat to the minimum the cooker needs to
maintain pressure—too low and the signal will begin to fall and the cooker will slowly lose
pressure, too high and too much steam will leave the valve. It’s just right if no more vibrations can
be felt when you put your hand on the handle. At this point the pressure inside the cooker has
stabilized and is preventing the air bubbles in the boiling contents from breaking to the surface. It
will take a few tries to find the exact heat setting for your particular cooker and cooktop
combination.11. Begin counting the cooking time for 10 minutes using a digital timer, microwave,
or cell phone app (the countdown begins automatically in electric cookers once they have
reached pressure).12. When the time is up, release the pressure using either the Normal
Release (push a button, lever, or valve as indicated in your manual) or Natural Release (turn off



the heat source, or unplug the electric cooker, and don’t do anything else).13. Unlock the
pressure cooker and remove the lid, tilting it to direct the remaining steam away from your face.
When you first try pressure cooking, you will be tempted to bend down to take a peek at what
has happened inside: don’t. Always wait until the lid is fully removed and the steam has
dissipated before peeking.14. Now you have a chance to see and measure exactly how little of
the water has actually evaporated from your cooker. Once open, quickly and carefully pour the
water from the pressure cooker back into the heat-proof 4-cup measuring cup (liquid evaporates
quickly once the lid is off, so move fast).15. You’re done!Cooking TimesThe recipes in this book
can be created using both stovetop and electric pressure cookers. The cooking times specified
are for standard stovetop cookers with a pressure of 13 to 15 psi and electric cooker’s with a
pressure of 9 to 11.6 psi (see the chart on here). For some recipes, particularly those with dense
ingredients such as meat, whole grains, a few vegetables, and beans, a slightly longer cooking
time is needed when an electric pressure cooker is used. When this is the case, the recipes
specify the cooking time first for standard stovetop cookers and then for electric cookers and
nonstandard stovetop cookers, which require the electric cooker time. For example, a recipe
might instruct you to: Cook for 5 minutes/stovetop or 6 to 7 minutes/electric (or nonstandard
stovetop).What’s that range about? If your electric cooker has an operating pressure of 9 psi,
use the longer cooking time in the range given. If it has an operating pressure of 11.6, use the
shorter cooking time. If you are not sure whether your stovetop cooker is standard or not, begin
with the standard time and if the food is undercooked, simply close the lid and pressure cook for
a few more minutes—and then use the nonstandard time in the future. Likewise for an electric
cooker, if you’re not sure where it falls in the pressure range, begin with the shorter cooking time
and adjust from there. As you become familiar with your cooker, you’ll learn whether your recipes
tend to be undercooked, overcooked, or just right, and find you are then automatically choosing
the appropriate cooking time.When the Cooker Has Only One Pressure LevelSome pressure
cookers have only one pressure level; when this is the case, it’s usually high pressure. But these
cookers can be used for recipes that specify cooking at low pressure: simply cut the cooking
time in half. The only exception to this is for hard-boiled eggs (here), where high pressure for any
length of time will crack the shells.Some old-style European pressure cookers have low pressure
only. If you happen to have one of these and want to use a recipe that calls for high pressure, just
follow the longest cooking time specified for electric and nonstandard pressure
cookers.Compensating for an Electric CooktopThe burners on electric stoves do not adjust their
temperature quickly, so with them there is no timely way to “turn the heat down to the lowest
setting that maintains pressure.” To compensate for this, do the “switcharoo”: When using a
stovetop pressure cooker on an electric cooktop, bring the cooker to pressure on a large burner,
and at the same time, preheat a smaller burner on low heat. When the cooker has reached
pressure, delicately move it to the lower-temperature burner to maintain pressure for the rest of
the cooking time—and be sure to turn off the large burner. Note: The larger burner should not
exceed the width of your cooker’s base, but the smaller burner can be smaller than the base—



the heavy aluminum disk in the base of your cooker will distribute the heat evenly.Get Hip About
the TimingWhen you read a pressure cooking recipe, naturally you want to get an idea of how
long it will take to make, especially since pressure cooking is faster than conventional cooking.
But you can’t just scan and note the cooking times indicated! This is because pressure cooker
recipe cooking times do not include the time it takes for the cooker to reach pressure—the time
given is only for the time to cook after pressure is reached. (Conventional recipes don’t tell you
how long it will take for the water to reach a boil or the oven to heat, either, so this isn’t really any
different.) And don’t forget, it takes time for the pressure to come down when the cooking is
finished, too, so be sure you understand which release method is required (see Pressure
Release Methods).Rule of thumb: If a recipe begins with a sauté step and thus the cooker is
already warm, most cookers will reach high pressure in 5 to 8 minutes. If the recipe begins with a
“cold” cooker, most cookers will reach high pressure in 10 to 15 minutes. The time to reach
pressure will be longer if the cooker is very full or the contents are very cold or frozen. Your
cooker will reach low pressure in about half these times.There is little or no difference in the time
it takes for a specific quantity of liquid to boil in a closed pressure cooker and in a covered pot.
But pressure cooker recipes use less liquid than conventional recipes, and this smaller quantity
of liquid takes less time to reach a boil. So there is time-saving in this step, too, just not as great
as in the pressure cooking itself.Compensating for an Induction CooktopDo not bring the cooker
up to pressure on the highest setting of the induction burner; this can make the cooker reach
pressure too quickly (in about 4 minutes) and not force out all of the air inside the cooker,
making the internal cooking temperature lower than that in a properly pressurized cooker, which
takes about 10 minutes. Also, bringing a cooker up to pressure at maximum heat on induction
will burn and char the food that is in contact with the base. Instead, bring the cooker to pressure
on the medium-high setting. For example, if the induction burner has 10 heat settings, bring it to
pressure on setting 7.Compensating for High AltitudesThe general rule of thumb is to increase
cooking time by 5 percent for every 1,000 feet above sea level, but seriously, who is going to
calculate 15 percent of 8 minutes? There’s an easier way. Using a pressure cooker at high
altitudes is just like using a nonstandard pressure cooker. A 15 psi pressure cooker at sea level
will only operate at 12 psi at 5,000 feet because of the decreased external atmospheric
pressure. Translation: just follow the longer cooking times noted for “electric (or nonstandard
stovetop)” pressure cookers.The Pressure Cooker Boils, Steams, and More!Yes, the pressure
cooker will quickly boil and steam all manner of food, but it can be used for several other cooking
methods, too. Here’s a quick look at the possibilities. All the recipes in this book are set up for
success with whichever techniques are required, but it’s useful to understand the ways these
techniques differ for pressure cooking and conventional cooking.Bain-marieUnlike a bain-marie
in an oven (a process in which a filled baking dish or ramekin is partially submerged in a pan of
water and used for baking cheesecakes, custards, and similar dishes), pressure cooker bain-
marie actually steams the food because the baking dish sits in a steamer basket above (not
immersed in) water. Though the cooking temperatures of oven and pressure cooker bain-maries



are vastly different, the effect is the same: even and uniform heating of the container and its
contents.Bain-marieBoiling and StewingBoiling and stewing are really no different in the
pressure cooker than in conventional cooking. However, since there is almost no evaporation,
and the cooker cannot be more than half full (for legumes, grains, and fruit) or two-thirds full for
everything else, adjustments to the liquid portion of a recipe need to be made. Generally, just
covering the ingredients with liquid is sufficient; once under pressure they’ll boil and be coaxed
to contribute their own juices to the pot.Boiling and StewingBraisingBraising under pressure
requires a lot of restraint with the liquid ingredients. The goal in the pressure cooker, just as for
an oven-cooked braise, is NOT to submerge and boil the ingredients but to provide just enough
liquid to boil a small portion near the base and lightly steam the rest. To achieve this in the
pressure cooker VERY LITTLE liquid is needed. I recommend using the minimum amount
required by the pressure cooker (generally 1 to 1½ cups). This will ensure that the flavors are not
diluted and that the ingredients are cooked in their own juices.BraisingJuice ExtractionIt’s quite
easy to extract the juice from fruit by steaming it in a pressure cooker. You need to use several
pressure cooker accessories, but otherwise this is fairly simple to do: just steam the fruit until its
cells burst and the juices are released. This technique is more fully explained in chapter 12,
here.Juice ExtractionSautéingYou can sauté in the pressure cooker, but not quite the way as you
do in conventional cooking. Instead of stirring constantly or at intervals until the food is cooked
through, with the pressure cooker the process is only started this way. Once the ingredients take
on a little color, you add a liquid, lock the lid, and pressure cook briefly, as specified in your
recipe, thus finishing with a “faux sauté.” This is a terrific way to quickly cook vegetables and
meat with some seasoning—they’ll be ready in a fraction of the usual time. No more stirring
constantly and vegetables retain more of their flavor and vitamins. You can also give meat dishes
a sautéed start.SautéingSteamingThe only real difference between steaming in the pressure
cooker and in a conventional saucepan is the cooking time. Simply add the minimum amount of
liquid required by your pressure cooker (usually 1 to 1½ cups) to the base, insert the steamer
basket and food, and cook under pressure as indicated by your recipe or on the Pressure
Cooking Timetables in the Appendix, here–here.SteamingCooking Individual IngredientsYou
may not always want to follow a recipe: Pressure cooking offers a great alternative to basic
steaming, braising, or boiling, or, in some cases, even roasting. The Pressure Cooking
Timetables in the Appendix at the end of this book (see here–here) includes charts that give the
cooking times and release methods for a variety of individual ingredients, as well as the ratio of
water to add and other essential information. Check them out—you’ll find what you need to know
to prepare your choice of vegetables, grains, and beans, as well as fish, fruit, meats, and
nuts.Browning via BroilerOne thing that really sets a hip recipe apart is that it doesn’t LOOK like
it came out of the pressure cooker. To achieve this—and better flavor, too—some recipes require
a quick finish under a broiler. The goal is to crisp and caramelize the top of the food; this can be
achieved with an oven broiler, toaster oven, kitchen blowtorch, and even a halogen oven
light.Halving or Doubling Pressure Cooker RecipesEach recipe in this book includes a note



about what to do, if anything, should you want to double the yield or make only half as much.
One thing never changes: The cooking time is the same, regardless of the yield. However, the
fuller the cooker is, the longer it will take to reach pressure. Here are the rules of thumb that
guide any changes to the ingredients quantities:• For steaming, the amount of liquid stays the
same regardless of the yield.• For boiling or braising, use at least 1 cup of liquid, or your
pressure cooker’s minimum liquid requirement, whichever is greater. When you cut a recipe in
half, don’t cut the liquid to less than this amount—regardless of the original quantity. For
instance, 1½ cups in the original cannot be halved to ¾ cup; it must not be cut to less than 1 cup
or your cooker’s minimum liquid requirement.• For grains, legumes, and fruits, or any food that
will expand or cause excessive foaming, do not fill the pressure cooker more than half full,
including the cooking liquid.• To cook foods other than grains, legumes, and fruits, make sure
the pressure cooker is no more than two-thirds full.Adapting a Recipe to the Pressure
CookerAdapting conventional recipes to the pressure cooker can be tricky. Before you try this, I
highly recommend making several recipes designed for pressure cooking so you can learn the
little nuances of your cooker and the process in general. Once you feel confident of these, go
ahead and undertake a conversion! But here’s a suggestion: The easiest way to adapt a
conventional recipe to the pressure cooker is to find a similar pressure cooker recipe, and then
adjust the ingredients to more closely resemble those in the recipe you want to adapt. Each
chapter in this book includes a “Get hip” sidebar explaining the principles of pressure cooking
the food featured in that chapter; these are helpful for times when your creativity urges you to
adapt or develop a recipe.Here are tips to bear in mind when adapting recipes:Reduce the
LiquidWith the exception of soups and boiled meats, reduce the liquid to the minimum required
by your pressure cooker (usually 1 to 2 cups). The minimum is all you’ll need, even for recipes
such as a braised roast, which in a conventional oven would be covered halfway with liquid.Wine
CorrectlyBecause there is almost no evaporation during pressure cooking, wine does not boil
away as it does in conventional cooking. Instead, it comes out of the cooker lending an
unpleasant taste to the food. My solution: If 1 cup or less of wine is added, cook uncovered to
evaporate it almost completely before the pressure cooking step. If more is called for—for
example in long-cooking stews—cooking the wine uncovered long enough to reduce it by about
half before pressure cooking ensures that the dish will not have a raw acidic edge.Add
Thickeners After Pressure CookingDoes the original recipe start with a butter-and-flour mixture?
Involve potato flakes or cornstarch? Because these thicken the cooking liquid and prevent it
from boiling, they may prevent the cooker from reaching pressure; to make sure this doesn’t
happen, add them after pressure cooking the recipe. You can prepare the butter-and-flour
mixture in a small saucepan in the usual way while the pressure cooker is cooking, and then stir
the mixture into the dish when you open the cooker.Beans: Use Dried Instead of CannedDried
beans are so quick to prepare in the pressure cooker, and to my taste have superior flavor to
canned. If you wish, you can substitute soaked dried beans for canned beans when adapting a
conventional recipe. When doing this, add liquid equivalent to one-and-one-half times the



volume of the beans before they were soaked. For instance, if you began with 1 cup dried beans,
add 1½ cups liquid to the soaked beans when you place them in the pressure cooker. See
chapter 5 for more about soaking and pressure cooking dried beans.Time It for the Longest-
Cooking IngredientTurn to the Appendix (here–here) and look up the cooking time for the main
ingredient on the pertinent Pressure Cooking Timetable, and time your adaptation accordingly.
For example, Chicken Cacciatora should be cooked for the time required by bone-in chicken
pieces: 10 minutes. Do not improvise on pressure cooking times—food is easily
overcooked.Soups and StocksSoups, and the stocks that form their base, are quick and
absolutely delicious prepared in the pressure cooker. There are a couple of fundamental
differences between making soups in the pressure cooker and in a conventional stockpot that
may not be readily apparent to a beginner.There is almost no evaporation in the pressure
cooker, so there’s no need to fill the pot to the tippy-top to keep it from running dry. A recipe that
feeds six people may only call for 2 cups of stock but have even more liquid after pressure
cooking. This is because the higher pressure squeezes juice from the vegetable ingredients into
the soup and then plumps them up again with hot steam—providing more flavor than
conventionally cooked soup. Couple the extracted juices with the minimal evaporation, and the
result is intense color and flavor in what only appears to be nearly magical quantities.TIPS Get
Hip About Soup Under PressureDon’t chop, chop, chop! For creamy soups, coarsely chop the
vegetables: they will be pureed anyway. For stocks, just snap the veggies in half so they are
small enough to fit in the pressure cooker: the stock will be full of veggie juice and free of the
pulp that would ordinarily break off from smaller pieces and turn a stock cloudy.Caramelize first.
To add another dimension of flavor, sauté the aromatics and caramelize the meat and veggies:
beginning with a quick browning in the uncovered pressure cooker base will use less energy
than oven roasting, and capture the food’s precious juice for the recipe!Cold-start meat stocks.
Start meat and poultry stocks with cold water to extract a specific protein, called albumin, that
cannot be extracted with hot water. If the name sounds familiar, it’s because it is the same
protein found in eggs.Acidify. Just a touch of acid can really make a ho-hum stock more
interesting. Use tomatoes or tomato paste (these also add color), lemon, or even a dash of
vinegar (white or red depending on whether the resulting stock should remain white). Another
acid that can be used is white wine, particularly in poultry and seafood stocks. Don’t mix your
acids, and please, no hard liquor, which will cause a pressure cooker to start shooting
flames.Thicken after, not before. Thick, creamy soups usually begin with a roux of butter and
flour, or some other thickener. But when heated under pressure, this thickened paste will not
create enough steam, resulting in a cooker that does not reach pressure or a soup that is
scorched on the bottom. To make sure your creamy soups cook properly, thicken them after the
pressure cooking step.Delay the dairy. Milk, cream, and cheeses don’t do well in the super-
heated environment inside the pressure cooker; they can foam, scorch, or curdle. Wait to add
them until after pressure cooking is finished and you’ve popped open the lid. A few extra minutes
of simmering, uncovered, are enough to infuse their flavor and creaminess into the whole



soup.“Phase” it in. The phased cooking method, where the pressure cooker is opened at
intervals to add or subtract ingredients, enables ingredients with different cooking times to be
used together! For example, the phases of Classic Pasta and Legume Minestrone, here, are as
follows: pressure cook the legumes, open the cooker, add the pasta and pressure cook again,
open and serve!Reduce it. If you’ve made a large batch of stock and storage space in the fridge
or freezer is a problem, simply simmer the stock, uncovered, until it has reduced by half. You can
dilute this concentrated stock to return it to its normal strength later, when you’re ready to use
it.Salt or commercialize it. The stocks in this book contain no salt and the recipes calling for
stock assume this. If using commercial stock to make one of my recipes, reduce the salt
accordingly. Or, if you want to give one of the homemade stocks the salinity of a commercial
stock, simply add half a teaspoon of salt per cup of stock (that’s assuming the stock is normal
strength, not reduced to a concentrate). Of course, salt preference is immensely personal—the
amount to use is up to you!Thicken ItThere are myriad ways to thicken soups, and each has its
own personality and flavor. Here are some common thickening additives:All-purpose flour. After
the pressure cooking step is finished, sprinkle 1 to 2 tablespoons of flour into the cooker and
then bring the soup to a boil, uncovered. Reduce the heat and simmer gently for a few minutes. If
a thicker result is desired, add more flour, 1 tablespoon at a time, until the desired consistency is
achieved. Avoid lumps by sprinkling the flour through a sifter or fine-mesh strainer.Rice. Add ½
to  cup of unrinsed white rice to the cooker along with the other recipe ingredients before
pressure cooking. When the rice and soup are fully cooked, puree everything together.Potato.
Cut 1 large potato into large dice (peeled or unpeeled according to taste), and add to the cooker
along with the other recipe ingredients before pressure cooking. When the soup has finished
cooking and is still in the cooker, either smash the potatoes with a wooden spoon or puree the
soup with an immersion blender. A soup can also be thickened with leftover mashed potatoes
after the pressure cooking is done: Bring the soup to a boil and stir in the potatoes 1
tablespoonful at a time.Eggs. Both raw and hard-boiled eggs will thicken soup; add them after
pressure cooking, while the soup is still in the cooker: to use a hard-boiled egg, simply crumble
the yolk and stir it into the hot soup. To use a raw egg, first beat the whole egg (or just the white
or yolk if you prefer) in a small bowl. Slowly drizzle ½ cup of the hot soup into the egg, stirring
constantly. Then, drizzle and stir the mixture into the piping hot soup in the cooker. The egg will
cook immediately. This is a tricky technique because shocking the egg with too much heat can
cause it to scramble rather than emulsify and thicken the soup.Bread Crumbs. After the pressure
cooking step is finished, sprinkle 1 to 2 tablespoons of plain dry bread crumbs into the soup and
puree the mixture. This is a particularly good technique for soups that will be served
cold.Cornstarch. After the pressure cooking step is finished, whisk together 1 tablespoon
cornstarch and 1 tablespoon of the soup in a small cup. Whisk this slurry mixture into the soup in
the cooker, and bring the soup to a boil, uncovered. Boil for a few minutes until the soup has
thickened.Evaporate! After the pressure cooking step is finished, open the cooker as instructed
in your recipe and then simmer the soup, uncovered, to evaporate some of the liquid. Continue



to simmer until the soup has reduced to the thickness desired.Creamy SoupsCreamy soups are
creamy for a reason; their ingredients include a thickener of some sort and they are almost
always pureed. Thickening, which is usually done at the beginning of a recipe, needs to happen
last in pressure cooking. The starches that bind to the liquid to thicken it can make it too thick to
freely boil and generate the steam the pressure cooker needs to reach and maintain
pressure.Carrot, Potato, and Leek SoupServes 4 to 6Potage Crécy, the French name of this
soup, refers to the town, Crécy, in France that is famous for growing the best carrots in the world.
You can use a large yellow onion instead of a leek if you wish.Note: This recipe can be either
halved or doubled provided the total volume of the ingredients does not exceed two-thirds of the
pressure cooker’s capacity.1 tablespoon olive oil2 tablespoons unsalted butter1 medium leek,
white and pale green parts only, coarsely chopped2 teaspoons salt1 pound carrots, coarsely
chopped1 large potato, peeled and coarsely chopped4 cups salt-free Chicken Stock
(here)Freshly ground black pepper1 bouquet garni (parsley sprigs, bay leaf, sprig of thyme, tied
tightly with string or in cheesecloth)¼ cup heavy cream⅛ teaspoon freshly grated nutmegFresh
thyme sprigs or chopped fresh chives, for serving1. Heat the pressure cooker base on medium
heat, add the oil and butter, and cook until the butter has melted. Stir in the chopped leeks and
salt and sauté, stirring infrequently, until the leeks have softened, about 5 minutes. Add the
carrots, and cook, stirring infrequently, until they are golden on one side, about 5 more minutes.
Add the potato, stock, pepper to taste, and the bouquet garni.2. Close and lock the lid of the
pressure cooker. Cook at high pressure (see “Get Hip About the Pressure,” here) for 7 minutes/
stovetop or 8 to 10 minutes/electric (or nonstandard stovetop.) When the time is up, open the
cooker with the Normal Release method (see here).3. Fish out and discard the bouquet garni.
Using an immersion blender, puree the soup in the cooker. Stir in the cream and nutmeg. Ladle
into bowls and dot each serving with a thyme sprig or a few chopped chives.
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Anne L. Watson, “The Best Pressure Cooker Cookbook I've Found. Worried about some of the
negative reviews based on type color, I first checked this book out of the library. Buying it as an
ebook would have solved any typography problem (ebooks don't have color type), but I don't like
ebooks as cookbooks. I found all the type to be completely readable, and I'm an old lady with so-
so vision.The instructions in the book are a standout. I have looked through a lot of new and old
pressure cooker cookbooks since I bought my Instant Pot, and this book is far better on the
basics and the general instructions than any other I tried.The recipes are also outstanding.
Without relying on "gourmet" ingredients, they give fresh, imaginative, and do-able choices for
making excellent food using the pressure cooker.”

Tommy Bullard, “I really like this book and I'm a vegan. I really like this book and I'm a vegan.First
of all the liquid and timing charts are worth the price of the book, I have veganized a few of the
recipes in this book but I have friends and family members that are not on board with a vegan
diet and since they are polite enough to accommodate my diet preferences when I visit I feel
obligated to do likewise. (And maybe I cheat sometimes)If you are new to pressure cooking you
really should consider this book, liquid requirements and timing are critical to a successful
outcome, just follow the directions and success is almost guaranteed.”

Kati, “Modern, fresh flavors from a pressure cooker!. Finally a pressure cooker cookbook that
isn't all meat and potatoes. If you're looking for nothing but roasts and potatoes, or if you think of
garlic as an "exotic" flavoring (as it was described in another pressure cooker cookbook I read),
you probably shouldn't buy this book.However, if you're looking for a variety of vegetables, meat,
stews, soups, and other dishes with modern flavors, this is a very helpful book. Many of the
recipes are inspired by international cuisines (primarily French and Italian), but wouldn't be
exotic to most modern cooks in the US. The key there is "modern." This isn't the Joy of Cooking
(which I love, fwiw), this is a cookbook aimed at home cooks in the 2000s and later. That means
that a lot of the dishes call for herbs and spices other than salt. All of the ingredients I've seen so
far, however, would be available at a major supermarket for a reasonable price. I live in a small
city in the rural Midwest, and haven't had any trouble finding anything.I particularly like the way
that the author includes "hybrid" recipes-- ones that use the pressure cooker to speed up a step
or two, and finish the dishes in the oven to add caramelization or browning (flavor!). There are a
lot of recipes in here that use accessories such as ramekins, steamer baskets, or even just
aluminum foil.The first chapter provides a very nice introduction to the technicalities of pressure
cooking (the "why" of timing, liquid levels, and pressure settings) that I haven't been able to find
elsewhere. All of the recipes are written with variations for stovetop and electric pressure
cookers, and the author explains very clearly at the beginning why this is.I would have liked more
pictures, especially of finished dishes. There is repeated misuse of apostrophes in the Kindle



edition, which really should have been caught by an editor. The Kindle edition is otherwise easy
to read, but navigation is cumbersome. It would have been very helpful to have links to individual
recipes (or the ability to bookmark them) rather than only links to whole sections.”

Solnishko, “Great resource for learning to cook with a pressure cooker. I waited to try out some
recipes before posting my review, so although I haven't had a chance to cook a lot from this
book, I can share some first impressions. I was looking for a pressure cooker cookbook
because I checked out some from the library (including Larna Sass) but wasn't inspired by
them. I found Laura's blog and liked her ideas and actually used the information from her
product reviews to select a pressure cooker, but the recipes on her site are not ipad friendly, so I
was determined to try the book.1. The book is very well made, colorful pictures, nice
organization, lots of tips. I actually spent a few evenings reading it for fun and selecting recipes
I'd like to try.2. So far I tried risotto (and her tips on how veggies count as liquid are priceless),
paella, and a chocolate dessert and everything turned out great.3. I like the variety of recipes
(lots of Italian inspired, but also Spanish and Asian, and I suppose American) which is nice4.
there are handy pictures on top of each recipe to show a visual of what you'd need to make it
(i.e. a pot, and a steamer, and a bowl, or just a pot). So that's very helpful depending on your
mood, maybe certain days you don't want to deal with extra bowls and/or steamer basket, so
you can dismiss a recipe just by glancing at the list of needed supplies.5. There are suggestions
of how to make food look like it didn't just come out of the pressure cooker. Perhaps broiling or
browning will take 5 extra minutes, but sometimes it's worth it.I'd highly recommend this book.
Again, in comparison to the other books I checked out from the library, this one has so many
options for different tastes and time commitments, beautiful pictures, and lessons on how to
maximize your cooker's potential  :)”

LizT, “Recommended. Laura's book and her website have really expanded my pressure cooker
knowledge/repertoire. She's my "go to guru" for everything pressure cooking. If you're new to
pressure cooking (whether electric or stove-top cookers) Laura guides you through the pitfalls!
I've never had a failure with any of her recipes and would thoroughly recommend this book.”

Hogaburger, “This book should be packaged with every pressure cooker sold! A brilliant
resource.. Laura is my hero. I bought an Instant Pot and I love it. Sometimes I am a bit unsure of
how to go about certain things and though the pot is very forgiving of the bright eyed, gung ho
"she'll be right" cooking style that I imbue, there are some things you do not want to get wrong!
This book goes into the how and why of pressure cooking, with some good guidelines for
cooking various foods. This is all in addition to it having some seriously tasty recipes. It covers
various pressure cookers so if you have a stovetop one, not only do I salute your hard core
pressure cooling style, but I assure you, you will be covered for recipes and ideas in this book.”



Mrs Nina Macfie, “Very good, but one thing to watch. This is a very imaginative and
comprehensive pressure cookery book. As the author is Italian, the recipes often have a
Mediterranean slant - not a criticism by any means, just an observation. However, this is a
completely American book, so beware if you’re not comfortable with converting US weights and
measures. Or indeed, ingredients ... arugula, anybody? As as experienced pressure cook (yeah,
cackling over my cauldron with my pointy hat on - I love it) I will make a lot of the recipes.”

Ash71, “Read it first before buying pressure cooker.. Excellent book. It has detailed information
from scratch for individuals new to pressure cooking. The recepies are very well described and
easy to follow. It has broad selection of recepies to suit vegetarian as well as non vegetarian diet.
It has excellent suggestions on buying cooker as well. One of the best book to buy if you are
considering investing in a pressure cooker.”

The book by Laura D.A. Pazzaglia has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 635 people have provided
feedback.
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